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ABSTRACT
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There are massive amounts of textual data residing in databases,
valuable for many machine learning (ML) tasks. Since ML techniques depend on numerical input representations, word embeddings are increasingly utilized to convert symbolic representations such as text into meaningful numbers. However, a naïve
one-to-one mapping of each word in a database to a word embedding vector is not sufficient and would lead to poor accuracies in
ML tasks. Thus, we argue to additionally incorporate the information given by the database schema into the embedding, e.g. which
words appear in the same column or are related to each other. In
this paper, we therefore propose RETRO (RElational reTROfitting),
a novel approach to learn numerical representations of text values
in databases, capturing the best of both worlds, the rich information encoded by word embeddings and the relational information
encoded by database tables. We formulate relation retrofitting as
a learning problem and present an efficient algorithm solving
it. We investigate the impact of various hyperparameters on the
learning problem and derive good settings for all of them. Our
evaluation shows that the proposed embeddings are ready-to-use
for many ML tasks such as classification and regression and even
outperform state-of-the-art techniques in integration tasks such
as null value imputation and link prediction.
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INTRODUCTION

Relational databases reflect the most common infrastructure to
store large amounts of structured and unstructured data persistently. According to a recent survey conducted by Kaggle (2017),
relational data is reported as the most popular data model by
14,000 data scientists, with at least 65% working daily with it. Consequently, industry and academia built a plethora of in-databases
ML systems such as MADlib, MLlib, SimSQL, SQLML, SciDB, and
SAP PAL. However, there is very little work on automatically
deriving high-quality numerical representations of textual data
residing in databases without any manual effort. In this paper,
we are investigating a learned vector representation for database
tables, ready-to-use for a wide range of ML, retrieval, and data
cleaning tasks such as classification, regression, null value imputation, entity resolution, and many more. Specifically, we extend
the concept of retrofitting [10] to inject the knowledge encoded
by a table T into a word embedding W 0 to find good descriptors
for all elements of T . The example sketched in Figure 1 highlights
the main challenges involved with this approach. In this example,
a movie table T is retrofitted into an existing word embedding
W 0 . Given the movie table, it is known that all entities within the
movie column must be movies, although some of the titles, such
as “Brazil" or “Alien", may be interpreted in different ways. Word
embeddings themselves do not provide an accurate representation of text values since their meaning could be ambiguous in
general, e.g. “Brazil" that has a larger distance to the movie titles,
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Figure 1: Relational Retrofitting: original word embedding W 0 and relation T (left), retrofitted word embedding
W and augmented relation T + (right)

while they have specific meanings within a database model. In
the same sense, T provides a specific movie-director relationship.
However, the relationship between two entities in word embeddings can be much richer, e.g. if the director of a movie is also the
producer or one of the actors. Finally, the set of terms appearing
in T and W 0 are often disjunct. Since the vocabulary of a word
embedding is limited due to a frequency threshold, many terms
appearing in a database will have no counter-part within the
embedding.
We present RETRO, a novel relational retrofitting approach (depicted in Figure 1), addressing all these challenges. RETRO augments all terms in database tables by dense vector representations
encoding the semantics given by the table and the word embedding. The advantages of RETRO are manifold:
• RETRO exploits the knowledge encoded by pre-trained
word embeddings to find meaningful vectors for all terms
in a database.
• RETRO is able to reflect relational meanings of words that
cannot be captured by pure word co-occurrences [24] and
modify word vectors to specialize in a specific task.
• RETRO does not rely on re-training, which allows us to incrementally maintain the word vectors whenever the data
in the database changes. Hence, the learned representations are incrementally updateable which is an important
requirement for in-database ML systems.
• RETRO is applicable to different types of word vectors, either pre-trained or specifically trained for a given domain.

Besides the aforementioned ML tasks, our relational vector representations can be also applied within information retrieval,
data integration, and database exploration techniques such as
keyword search on relational data, table augmentation, link prediction, table clustering, table summarization, and many more.
Finally, RETRO may be used for domain-specific similarity queries
as proposed in [4, 16].
Outline and Contribution. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give an overview of the problem
and a brief walkthrough of our approach. The details of data preprocessing are given in Section 3 including the initialization of
word vectors to train on and the extraction of the relational information out of the input tables. We then present our novel
relational retrofitting approach RETRO in Section 4. In detail,
we formulate relation retrofitting as a learning problem with a
word embedding and a set of relational tables as input. We investigate the impact of various hyperparameters on the learning
problem and derive good settings for all parameters. We further
prove the convexity of its underlying objective function. Given
this property the learning converges to an optimal representation and does not depend on the initialization. Additionally, we
present different optimizations which simplify the optimization
function under certain assumptions, leading to lower runtimes.
To demonstrate the potential of RETRO in real-world scenarios,
we evaluate the performance of RETRO within different classification and regression tasks in Section 5. Hereby, we compare
our method to node embedding techniques [30] and the original
proposed retrofitting approach [10]. We show the feasibility of
RETRO in automatically creating vector representations for database tables, outperforming state-of-the-art techniques in many
downstream tasks. Finally, we present related work in Section 6
and conclude in Section 7.
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of the overall process consists of a database (Step 1a) as well as a
given word embedding W 0 , either pre-trained or self-trained for
a specific domain (Step 1b). In a first step (Step 2a), all database
text values are extracted together with the information in which
column they appeared, capturing their “category". For the given
example, entries in the movie column belong to the category
movie. Likewise, the attribute director forms another category.
Further the relationships between all text values are extracted,
e.g. relationships between movie and director as well as primary
key foreign key relations between movie and actors, producers
and reviews.
Multi-word phrases for which word embeddings are available are
preserved by a specific tokenization approach (Section 3.1). Words
in the database having no counter-part in the given embedding
W 0 are initialized with a null vector. The extracted relationships
(Step 2a) and the tokenized text values (Step 2b) are combined to
a property graph representation (Step 2c). The graph encodes all
the relations between text values according to the given database
schema. Our relational retrofitting approach RETRO (Section 4)
adapts the base word embedding representation W 0 using the
set of relationships encoded in the graph. The result will be the
retrofitted embeddings (Step 3a) containing vectors for all terms
appearing in the input database.
In addition to the core algorithm, we investigate an existing node
embedding technique called DeepWalk [30] taking the already derived graph representation (Step 2c) as an input (see Section 4.6).
Node embedding approaches can encode relational information
more accurately than retrofitting approaches which also have to
retain the connection to the word representation. Hence, node
embeddings (Step 3b) should perform better than retrofitted embeddings (Step 3a) when relational features are prevalent in an
ML task in opposite to pure to textual information. Therefore, we
investigate how node embeddings can be trained on relational
databases and combined with retrofitted embeddings (Step 3c).

PROBLEM SCOPE

Due to their appealing properties, word embedding techniques
such as word2vec [27], GloVe [29] or fastText [3] have become
conventional wisdom in many research fields such as NLP or
information retrieval to represent text values. Word vectors are
trained by processing large text corpora. For example, popular
pre-trained GloVe embedding set1 was trained on a corpus with
840 billion tokens. The resulting dense vectors are able to capture
word similarities and relations such as word analogies, genderinflections, or geographical relationships.
We aim at leveraging these semantically rich embeddings to
generate good vector representations for text values residing
within relational databases. We extend therefore the notion of
retrofitting which was initially proposed in [10] to incorporate
knowledge from a word similarity graph into word embeddings.
Instead of using relational information directly during the training objective of word vectors, retrofitting is performed as a postprocessing step on the word embeddings. This allows to apply
retrofitting to different vector models trained with different methods (e.g. word2vec [27], GloVe [29] or fastText [3])
However, while retrofitting is typically used to improve the vector
quality of general-purpose word embeddings for certain domains
and tasks, we aim at augmenting each text entry in database
tables with word vectors 1) reflecting the semantics of the relation and 2) fitting into the given embedding. An overview of our
relational retrofitting approach is depicted in Figure 2. The input
1 https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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PREPROCESSING OF TEXTUAL AND
RELATIONAL DATA

Our relational retrofitting approach learns a matrix of vector
representations W = (v 1 , . . . vn ) with vi ∈ RD for every unique
text value T = (t 1 , . . . tn ) in a database. To find initial word
vectors for every text value we use a tokenization approach
presented in Section 3.1 These vectors are stored in a matrix
W 0 = (v 1′ , . . . vn′ ) forming the basis for the retrofitting process.
In addition, categorial and relational connections are extracted
from the database (see Section 3.2). This encompasses semantic
relations between text values, which are derived from the relational schema. Those connections are used later by RETRO to
create a representation capturing the context of the text value
in the database and thus helps to preserve their semantic more
accurately compared to a plain word embedding representation.
In order to apply DeepWalk, all information is condensed into a
common graph representation shortly presented in Section 3.4.

3.1

Out-of-Vocabulary Problem and
Tokenization

In practice, we observe many database text values ti ∈ T have no
corresponding vector vi in the word embedding and thus can not
directly be represented as word vectors. This is especially true
for named entities which occur very often in database tables but
also for longer text value like reviews which consist of multiple
words. The so-called out of vocabulary (OOV) problem emerges
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Figure 2: Overview of the Relational Retrofitting Process
from the limitation that embeddings are present only for words
and phrases occurring frequently in the training corpus. A very
simple method is to run a standard tokenization approach, collect
the corresponding embeddings for every token and calculate the
centroid of the collected word vectors. However, multi-tokenwords are often tokenized in a wrong way leading to bad word
vector assignments. For example, there is a specific embedding for
“bank account”, however, simple tokenization would assign the
words to the separate embeddings “bank” and “account”. Large
word embedding datasets consist mainly out of multi-words and
phrases which are ignored in this way. To provide a good initial
vector for each text value, we propose the following tokenization
approach: First, a lookup trie (prefix tree) is created for the dictionary of the given word embedding dataset, where every node
represents a token. By considering the lookup trie the longest
possible sequences of nodes are extracted (e.g. “bank account”
instead of “bank”), resulting in a bag of tokens for each text value.
The initial embedding of a text value is determined by averaging
the corresponding vectors of it’s tokens. Averaging or similar
combination techniques for word vectors are frequently used
to represent phrases [1, 39]. Text values containing no token
with a corresponding embedding, initially get assigned a null
vector. However, since RETRO is also considering the relations
to other text values, these null vectors get assigned a meaningful
representation in the learning phase.

3.2

Relationship Extraction

We extract the column information or rather category of all text
values and their relationships to all other text values. Therefore,
all necessary schema information and the actual data is queried
from the database.
Categorial Connections: For every text column in the database we define a category C ∈ {C 1 , . . . , Cm } containing all text
values in the column. Respectively, the category of an embedding
vi = Wi∗ is referenced by C(i).

Relational Connections: We divide relationships into multiple
relation groups referenced by sets Er ⊆ {(i, j)|i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}}
where r ∈ R can be considered as a label (e.g. ’movie→director’).
Every relation group contains relations of a specific type (e.g. connects movies to their directors). The elements of a relation group
are pairs of indices of the word vectors which correspond to row
ids in the matrix W . There are different kinds of relationships in
the database from which a relation group could be extracted:
a) A row-wise relationship is formed by two text columns A and
B appearing in the same table, i.e. it connects ti ∈ A and t j ∈ B
whereas ti appears in column A and t j appears in column B in
the same row.
b) A primary key-foreign key relationship (one-to-many) connects a text value ti in a specific column from one table with a
text value t j from a column in another table.
c) Many-to-many relationships are formed by two text columns
related by a link table with foreign key pairs.
Each text column pair connected by the aforementioned relationships forms a relation group Er . The inverted counterpart of this
relation group denoted by Er̄ = {(j, i)|(i, j) ∈ Er )}.

3.3

Uniqueness of Text Values

In the process of generating word vectors for every unique text
value in a database we have to distinguish two cases:
1) If the same text value occurs n times in different columns, i.e.
within different categories, n separate embeddings are created.
In the context of our movie example, the word “Amélie” may
occur as a person and as a movie title leading to two distinct
embeddings (in W ).
2) If the same text value occurs n times in the same column,
i.e. the same category, only a single embedding is created. Even
though different people could have the name “Amélie” and can be
distinguished by different keys there is only a single embedding.
While in the second case it might be plausible to create multiple
embeddings, we argue that text values are often used for categorial types like male and female where a separate embedding

for each occurrence would be unfavorable since it creates a high
amount of embeddings referring to the same concept.

3.4

Graph Generation

A graph representation is a prerequisite for training node embeddings such as DeepWalk. To compile a graph G = (V , E) the
text values extracted by the tokenization process (Section 3.1)
together with categorial and relational connections (Section 3.2)
are combined. The node-set V = VC ∪ VT consists of text value
nodes VT for every distinct text value in a database column and
Ð
blank nodes for every column VC . The edge set E = r ∈R Er ∪EC
consists of a set of edges Er for every relational type and edges
EC connecting text values of one column to a common category
node.
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RETRO: METHODOLOGY

Before introducing a formal notion of the retrofitting approach
in Section 4.2, we briefly review the original retrofitting problem proposed by Faruqui et al. in Section 4.1. In Section 4.3, we
present an algorithm using matrix operations solving the relation
retrofitting efficiently. Favourable settings for the hyperparameters of our proposed algorithm are discussed in Section 4.4. In
Section 4.5 we additionally outline potential optimizations.

4.1

Original Retrofitting Problem

Faruqui et al. first proposed a retrofitting approach taking word
embeddings in a matrix W 0 and a graph G = (Q, E F ) representing a lexicon as input [10]. The retrofitting problem was
formulated as a dual objective optimization function: The embeddings of the matrix W are adapted by placing similar words
connected in the graph G closely together, while at the same
time the neighborhood of the words from the original matrix W 0
should be preserved. Hereby, Q = {q 1 , . . . , qn } is a set of nodes
where each node qi corresponds to a word vector vi ∈ W 0 and
E F ⊂ {(i, j)|i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}} is a set of edges. The graph is undirected, thus (i, j) ∈ E F ⇔ (j, i) ∈ E F . The authors specified the
retrofitting problem as a minimization problem of the following
loss function:
n h
i
Õ
Õ
ΨFaruqui (W ) =
α i ||vi − vi′ || 2 +
βi ||vi − v j || 2
i=1

in Equation (2) can shift embeddings strongly in order to prevent
an adaptation of its neighboring nodes. This leads to a higher loss
in the summand of this single vector but lowers the value of the
global loss function. Since the result of a classification task rather
depends on a few embeddings and not on the whole embedding
corpus, this might not be advantageous. The calculation using updates as in Equation (3) does not solve the optimization problem
in Equation (1), however, can be considered as a formulation of a
recursively defined series. For every vi ∈ W the series converges
to a specific vector which is the desired output of the retrofitting
process.

4.2

Relational Retrofitting Problem

RETRO considers relational and categorial connections (see Section 3.2) to retrofit an initial embedding. Accordingly, we define
a loss function Ψ apdapting embeddings to be similar to their
original word embedding representation W 0 , the embeddings
appearing in the same column, and related embeddings.
n h
i
Õ
Ψ(W ) =
α i ||vi − vi′ || 2 + βi ΨC (vi ,W ) + ΨR (vi ,W ) (4)
i=1

The categorial loss is defined by ΨC and treats every embedding vi to be similar to the constant centroid c i of the original
embeddings of text values in the same column C(i).
Í
v j′
ΨC (vi ,W ) = ||vi − c i || 2 c i =

(5)
|C(i)|
The relational loss ΨR treats embeddings vi and v j to be similar
if there exists a relation between them and dissimilar otherwise.
fr is the set of all
Er is the set of tuples where a relation r exists. E
tuples (i, j) < Er where i and j are part of relation r . Thus, each
of both indices has to occur at least in one tuple of Er .
i
Õ hÕ
Õ
δir ||vi − vk || 2
ΨR (vi ,W ) =
γir ||vi − v j || 2 −
r ∈R j:(i, j)
∈E r

α, β, γ and δ are hyperparameters. Ψ has to be a convex function. In the appendix we prove that convexity is assured if the
hyperparameters fulfill the following inequalities:
∀r ∈ R, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (α i ≥ 0, βi ≥ 0, γir ≥ 0)
Õ Õ
∀vi ∈ W (4α i −
δir ≥ 0)

(1)

∂Ψ

from the root of the partial derivative Faruqui
∂v i
Í
α i vi′ + (βi + β j )v j
vi =

j:(i, j)∈E F

αi +

Í

(βi + β j )

(W )

.

(2)

j:(i, j)∈E F

However, Faruqui et al. decided to use this simplified update
function:
Í
α i vi′ + βi v j
vi =

j:(i, j)∈E F

αi +

βi
j:(i, j)∈E F
Í

(3)

While there is no justification in the paper, updates according to
Equation (3) get along with some advantage. The update function

k :(i,k )
fr
∈E

(6)

j:(i, j)∈E F

The constants α i and βi are hyperparameters. ΨFaruqui (W ) is
convex for positive values of α i and βi . Thus, the optimization
problem can be solved by an algorithm, which iterates over every
node in Q and updates the respective vector in W according to
Equation (2). The update function for any vector vi is obtained

j ∈C(i)

(7)

r ∈R j:(i, j)∈ E
fr

In practice, however, other parameter configurations which do
not comply might work as well. Given the property of convexity,
an iterative algorithm can be used to minimize Ψ. This algorithm
iteratively executes for all vi ∈ V the following equation, which
∂Ψ(W )
is derived from the root of the partial derivative ∂v .
i
h
i
Í r
Í
Í r
′
r̄
α i vi + βi c i + r ∈R
(γi + γ j )v j − (δi + δkr̄ )vk
vi =

j:(i, j)
∈E r

α i + βi +

Í

r ∈R

k :(i,k )
fr
∈E

i
h Í
Í
(γir + γ jr̄ ) − (δir + δkr̄ )
j:(i, j)
∈E r

k:(i,k )
fr
∈E

(8)

As already described earlier, optimizing the global loss may lead
to large shifts of single vectors. Moreover, as seen in (7) the loss
function might turn non-convex with the wrong parameter configuration. More specifically, δ has to be much lower than α.

In order to avoid those obstacles, we also derive an alternative update function which defines the values of the embedding
v 1 , . . . , vn by a series:
hÍ
i
Í
Í
α i vi′ + βi c i + r ∈R
γir v j − δir vk
vi =

j:(i, j)
∈E

k:(∗,k )
∈E

r
hÍ r
Í
Í r i
r
′
α i vi + βi c i + r ∈R
γi v j − δi vk

j:(i, j)
∈E r

k:(∗,k )
∈E r

Retrofitting Algorithm

The retrofitting algorithm can be expressed as a set of matrix
operations that can be solved efficiently. We update all vectors
at once using a recursive matrix equation in a similar way as
this was done in the retrofitting variant of [32]. Ψ(W ) can be
minimized by iteratively calculating W k according to (10).
i
Õh
WR =
((γirj ) + (γir̄j )T ) − ((δirj ) + (δir̄j )T ) W k
r ∈R

W ′ = αW 0 + βc + WR
i

Õh Õ
Õ
D = diag α + β +
(γir + γ jr̄ ) −
(δir + δkr̄ )
r ∈R

j:(i, j)
∈E r

k :(i,k )
fr
∈E

W k +1 = D −1W ′
c = (c 1 , . . . , c n ) α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) β = (β 1 , . . . , βn )

(10)

The matrices (γirj ) and (δirj ) are derived from γi and δi as defined
in Section 4.4.
Likewise, we can use matrix operations for the alternative series
based approach (see Eq. 9):
i
Õh
WR =
(γirj ) − (δirj ) W k
r ∈R

′

W = αW 0 + βc + WR
D = diag((W ′ ⊙ W ′ )1n )
W k +1 = D − 2 W ′
1

(11)

Usually, a low number of iterations is sufficient. For our experiments, we set it to a fixed number of 20.

4.4

βi =
γirj

Parameter Configuration

To configure the hyperparameters, we define four global parameters α, β, γ , and δ from which we derive the setting of all other
parameters. All α i values are equivalent to the global value α.
The other parameters are set to values that depend on the dataset.
Every embedding vi has one categorial connections and |Ri | relational connections. Accordingly, we set the βi values by taking
into account the number of relationship types |Ri | + 1 (including
the categorial relationship) for weighting the influence of the
category information. Respectively, the values γi are weighted by

β
|Ri | + 1

(
γ r = γ /(od r (i) · (|Ri | + 1)) (i, j) ∈ Er
= i
0
otherwise

(9)

By the division of the length of the vector, the series is ensured to
be bounded. Thus, the parameter setting is less restricted. Instead
fr as in (8), the difference between every vector and the
of using E
centroid of all target vectors in the relation Er is calculated. This
simplifies the calculation which also leads to large performance
improvements as shown in Section 5.3 and produces good results
as one can see in the ML tasks in the evaluation.

4.3

|Ri | + 1 and the relation-group-specific outdegree values od r (i):

od r (i) = |{j : (i, j) ∈ Er }|

(12)

To fulfill condition (7) we set the δ values dependent on the
maximal number of relation types mr and the maximal number
of relations mc of any node in r .
(
δ
fr
δ r = mc(r )mr(r
(i, j) ∈ E
r
)
δi j = i
0
otherwise
mr(r ) =max({|Ri | + 1|(i, j) ∈ Er ∪ Er̄ })
mc(r ) =max(|{i : (i, j) ∈ Er }|, |{j : (i, j) ∈ Er }|)

(13)

Since we are not restricted by (7) for the parameters of the alternative approach, we set the δ values as follows in this case:
(
δ r = | {j:(i, j)∈E δ } | ·(|R |+1) ∃j : (i, j) ∈ Er
r
r
i
δi j = i
(14)
0
otherwise
Example. The influence of the hyperparameters is visualized
in Figure 3: We trained 2-dimensional embeddings for a small
example dataset containing three movies and the country where
those movies have been produced. Accordingly, there are two
categories (movie and country) and one relation group (see Section 3.2). “Amélie” was produced in “France”, the other movies in
the “USA”. We set the hyperparameters α, β, γ , and δ to different
values and performed the relational retrofitting.
As shown in Figure 3a, the learned embeddings stay closer to
their original embeddings when the α values increasing. Higher
values of β make it easier to cluster the categories from each
other, e.g. reduce the distances between the movie vectors of
“Inception” (red), “Godfather” (green), and “Amélie” (blue). The γ
value controls the influence of relational connections. This brings
the representations of text values which share a relation closer
together. The δ factor causes vectors with different relations to
separate and thus prevent concentrated hubs of vectors with
different semantic. One can see in Figure 3d how δ = 0 causes all
vectors to concentrate around the origin of the coordinate system.
If δ is set to a high value like δ = α = 2, the algorithm places the
vectors far from the origin of the coordinate system. However,
related text values still get assigned to similar representations.
In the example, the retrofitting algorithm is still converging for
this configuration. However, for higher values of δ , some vectors
will drift away more and more with every iteration.

4.5

Optimization

The maximal number of relations in Er is defined by |Cs | · |Ct |
where |Cs | and |Ct | refer to the cardinality of the columns involved in r . However, in practice most relations are much smaller,
fr | >> |Er |. To optimize the extensive calculation of
hence |E
((δirj ) + (δir̄j )T )W k in (10) we utilize the following condition:

Õ 
(((δirj ) + (δir̄j )T )W k )i,∗ = 2 δˆr W k − δˆir
vj
j:(i, j)∈E r

δˆr = (δˆ1r , . . . , δˆnr )
δˆir

(
=

1
mc(r )·mr(r )

∃k : (i, k) ∈ Er

0

otherwise

(15)

β = 1, γ = 2, δ = 1

α = 2, γ = 2, δ = 1

α = 2, β = 1, δ = 1

α = 2, β = 1, γ = 3

(a) Influence of α = 1, 2, 3

(b) Influence of β = 1, 2, 3

(c) Influence of γ = 1, 2, 3

(d) Influence of δ = 0, 1, 2

Figure 3: Examples for Different Hyperparameter Settings
By calculating the vector δˆr W k once and subtracting the centroid of the small number of related embeddings of every embedding vi , we can speed up the calculation for most cases.
For the alternative approach in (11), the following condition
holds:
Õ
Õ
((δirj )W k )i,∗ =
δir vk = δir
vk
(16)
k :(∗,k )∈E r

TMDB

Google Play

Tables

8(+7*)

6(+1*)

Unique Text Values

493, 751

27, 571

* tables which only express n:m relations

Table 1: Dataset Properties

k :(∗,k )∈E r

Here k :(∗,k )∈Er vk can be precomputed since it is equivalent
for every vector in W k .
Í

4.6

Node Embeddings

Node embeddings [5, 15, 30] are frequently used to create vector
representations for nodes in graphs to apply ML on them. Most
frequently, those embedding techniques try to capture certain
properties of the neighborhood of nodes in spatial relations of the
node vectors. In this work, we use the node embedding technique
DeepWalk [30], that has already been successfully applied for
data integration tasks [18]. DeepWalk generates paths of random
walks on G on which a Skip-Gram [27] model is trained. Given the
graph representation of the database text value (see Section 3.4)
node embedding techniques can be directly applied without any
additional effort. For our work, we use the embeddings generated by DeepWalk in two ways: first, as a strong baseline in our
evaluation (see Section 5.4). Second, we follow the notion of [14]
that showed that word embeddings can be combined with node
embeddings with simple vector combination methods to improve
intrinsic word similarity tasks. Specifically, it is shown that a
combination of word embeddings and node embeddings captures
the human notion of similarity more accurately than word embeddings itself. During testing several combination methods, we
decided to use concatenations of both embeddings since it shows
good improvements across different ML tasks.

5

EVALUATION

Word embeddings can be evaluated by intrinsic and extrinsic
tasks [19]: Intrinsic tasks evaluate the capability of embeddings
to capture semantic or syntactic properties of words, such as
word similarity. In contrast, extrinsic tasks evaluate the benefit of an embedding for a certain problem such as classification
and regression. Since we focus on a vector representation readyto-use for ML tasks, we concentrate just on extrinsic task and
omit intrinsic tasks. This decision is also supported by previous
studies [11, 31] showing a low correlation between intrinsic and
extrinsic evaluation results.
We integrate RETRO on top of PostgreSQL. Given an initial configuration including the connection information for a database and

the hyperparameter configuration, RETRO fully automatically
learns the retrofitted embeddings and adds them to the given
database. For our evaluation we use two real-world datasets, described in Section 5.1. Given the embeddings generated by RETRO
we evaluate the accuracy in real-world classification, imputation
(both Section 5.5), link prediction (Section 5.7), and regression
tasks (Section 5.6). We further show that our relational embeddings are not only able to produce good results in various ML
tasks but can also contend with specific state-of-the-art competitors (Section 5.4).

5.1

Datasets

We selected two real-world datasets: The Movie Database (TMDB)2
and the Google Play Store Apps dataset3 which are both very
popular datasets on Kaggle. Both of them are available as CSV
files and are imported in a PostgreSQL database system. Some
metadata is shown in Table 1. In the following, we expose details
about the content of the datasets and the creation of the databases
which are processed by RETRO to generate embeddings.
TMDB: This dataset consists of three CSV files for movies, credits, and user ratings. The data in the CSV file consists of columns
which contain numbers, text, and data in a JSON-like format. The
JSON data format is used to represent multiple values, e.g. a movie
can be assigned to multiple genres. In order to represent those
values in the database, we created additional tables and foreign
key relations. From the movie table, we imported the title, the
original language, spoken languages, the story overview (short
text), keywords, production countries, release dates, production
companies, and the genres. We also imported some numerical
data including budgets, revenues as well as popularity scores.
Those numerical values are not assigned to a learned representation, but can be used for the evaluation of regression tasks (see
Section 5.6). From the cast data we import the actors and the
directors in a persons table and create respective relations to the
movie table.
Google Play: This dataset contains crawled data from the Google
2 https://www.kaggle.com/rounakbanik/the- movies- dataset
3 https://www.kaggle.com/lava18/google- play- store- apps/

MF

Runtime*
Deviation*
Runtime*
Deviation*

DW
TMDB
7.39
548.72
+/-0.07 +/-0.83
Google Play
12.23
1130.63
+/-0.30 +/-13.85

RO

RN

418.13
+/-1.15

27.24
+/-0.51

178.78
+/-0.55

35.63
+/-0.74

* values in seconds

Table 2: Runtime of Embedding Methods
Figure 4: Runtime of Relational Retrofitting
Play Store. It consists out of two CSV files for apps available in
the store and reviews of those apps. We removed duplicates from
the app table and reduced the entities of the table to apps which
have at least one non-empty review in the review file. In the
review table, we omit duplicates and apps without any text. The
text values available in the app table are the name, a list of genres,
a category, the pricing type (e.g. free, paid) and the targeted age
group. We created created a table app containing the name as
well as foreign keys to tables containing category, pricing type
and targeted age. Since the movie genre table is a n:m relation,
we created an additional table to represent this relationship. The
review file contains a column for the app name and a column for
the review text translated to English. The reviews are imported
in the database system in a table containing its text and a foreign
key referring to the app. Most of the review texts are quite short
with a median length of 81 characters.

5.2

Training of Embeddings

We trained relational embeddings for both databases with a fixed
number of 10 optimization iterations. In order to choose a good
hyperparameter configuration for the relational retrofitting approaches, we made a grid search for the binary classification and
an imputation tasks. However, for the other machine learning
tasks, we choose a configuration of α = 1, β = 0, γ = 3, δ = 3 for
the optimization function based approach (RO) and α = 1, β =
0, γ = 3, δ = 1 for the series based approach (RN) which turned
out to be a good fit for the other tasks. We also trained word
embeddings with the basic retrofitting approach of Faruqui et al.
denoted as MF, with 20 iterations and the standard parameter
configuration of α i = 1 and the reciprocal of the outdegree of i
for βi . We used the popular 300 dimensional Google News embeddings4 as the base set of word embeddings for the retrofitting.
DeepWalk (DW) is trained with its standard parameters. The
dimensionality for the resulting vectors is set to 300.

5.3

Performance Measurements

We execute runtime measurements for the relational retrofitting
based on the optimization function (RO) and based on the series
(RN) for different fractions of the TMDB database using a single
thread. Databases of different size are generated by removing all
movies with ids greater than 500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000, and 8,000.
We removed all text values without connections to those movies,
resulting in databases with 12,593, 24,203, 33,628, 43,540, and
55,385 unique text values. The results of the runtime measurements are shown in Figure 4. The number of text values only
express an rough estimate of the computational effort, since the
execution time also depends on the number of relations and the
4 https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/

number of relational groups. For the TMDB dataset, the runtime
of both methods increases linearly with respect to the number
of text values. Due to the simpler update function, the relational
retrofitting based on the series approach (RN) is about 10 times
faster than the relational retrofitting based on the optimization
function (RO) for the TMDB dataset. To compare the training
time of the different retrofitting approaches and DeepWalk, we
measure the execution time of the different methods executed in
a single thread for both datasets. The measurements are repeated
10 times. Due to the very high training times of DeepWalk, we
used the subset of the TMDB database with 12,593 unique text
values. The results of the measurements are shown in Table 2.
As one can see, the retrofitting algorithms (MF, RO, and RN) are
faster than the DeepWalk (DW) node embedding method. As
one would expect the basic retrofitting approach (MF) is even
faster. This improvement derives from the simplified modeling
of database relations, leading however to lower accuracies in ML
tasks as seen in the remainder of the evaluation. Comparing the
runtimes between the Google Play and the TMDB dataset, we see
an increase for all methods except RO relational retrofitting. This
behavior is explained by the larger amount of relational groups in
the TMDB subset compared to the Google Play dataset leading to
a larger amount of comprehensive matrix multiplications which
are the most time-consuming routine in the RO retrofitting.

5.4

Competitors

To demonstrate the applicability of RETRO and it’s learned representations for different tasks we use following baseline approaches.
DataWig: Missing value imputation on spreadsheets with text
values can be accomplished with DataWig [2]. This recently
published category imputer is based on n-gram representations
of text values which are utilized by LSTM neural networks to
assign text values in a spreadsheet to categories. As an input,
the imputer gets a spreadsheet, a list of columns used for the
imputation, a column which contains the values which should
be assigned to categories, and the column which usually holds
the output category. The imputation is then trained on a sample
set of rows. We compare DataWig against imputation using our
embeddings in Section 5.5.
Mode Imputation: A very simple method for imputation is to
replace a null value by the mode value (most frequently value)
occurring in the column. According to [2], most data-wrangling
frameworks implement only such simple imputation methods for
category imputation, especially if there is only non-numerical
data given. Mode is a very popular and often used imputation
method and, thus, it also serves as a good baseline.
DeepWalk: The node embeddings generated by DeepWalk (see
Section 4.6) are often used for link prediction tasks and thus
can be used to predict missing foreign key relations in database
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Figure 5: ANN Architectures for the Different Extrinsic Tasks

(a) Only Retrofitted Vectors

(b) Retrofitted Vectors combined with DeepWalk Embeddings

Figure 6: Influence of Hyperparameters on Binary Classification for Relational Retrofitting with Ψ Function

(a) Only Retrofitted Vectors

(b) Retrofitted Vectors combined with DeepWalk Embeddings

Figure 7: Influence of Hyperparameters on Binary Classification for Relational Retrofitting with Series Approach
systems. The prediction is usually performed using feed-forward
neural networks similarly as one could use the text value embeddings proposed in this paper. The details are described in
Section 5.7. While we use embeddings generated with DeepWalk (DW) in combination with our embedding representations

(RO+DW and RN+DW) we also compare the performance of our
learned representations (RO and RN) with the node embeddings
and combination of both embedding types.

Figure 8: Binary Classification of US-American Directors
with Different Embedding Types

5.5

Classification

As the most popular extrinsic evaluation tasks we want to perform classification. In the following, we distinguish binary classification and category imputation (mutually exclusive classes).
For the binary classification, a classifier has to determine if a text
value is assigned to a label or not. In case of a category imputation problem, the classifier can select a label from a set of labels.
One could also solve multi-class classification problems where
each text value can be assigned to multiple classes. However, for
our evaluation, we focus on the other two settings.
Network Architecture: For both task we use a feed-forward
neural network (Figure 5a). The first layer has 600 and the second
300 neurons. We used sigmoid activation functions for the fully
connected inner layers. For the binary classification, one hidden
layer is sufficient. The ANN for category imputation uses two
hidden layers. Both ANNs use a sigmoid function for the output.
In the case of the category imputation, softmax is used for the output layer. As a loss function, we use a categorical cross-entropy
loss for the category imputation and binary cross-entropy for
the other cases.
To prevent overfitting, we added dropouts [33] and L2 regularization in case of the binary classification. The networks are trained
with the Nadam optimizer [7]. Following common practices to
prevent irregular updates of the weights, we normalize the embedding vectors before they are processed by the network. By
training the network we use 10% from the training data as validation set providing the possibility to keep track of the training
process. During training, we check if the loss according to the
validation set does not improve for more than 50 epochs. If this
is the case, we stop the training and select the model with the
lowest loss according to the validation set and determine the
accuracy for the test set.
5.5.1 Binary Classification. We use the network architecture described above to solve the following binary classification problem. From a set of directors of the TMDB dataset, a
classifier should label which directors as US-American or nonUS-American. Since this information is not available from the
TMDB dataset, we extract the citizenship from Wikidata [34] by
using the SPARQL query service. Thereby, we derive 33, 647 directors holding in total 37, 203 citizenships. We omit 387 directors
which hold the US-American and another citizenship according
to Wikidata because this could be considered as ambiguous. From

Figure 9: Classification of Birth Places of US-American Directors with Increasing Sample Size

the remaining set of directors, the TMDB database contains 9, 054
which are considered for the classification.
For every embedding type, we sample 10 times embeddings of
3, 000 US-American directors and 3, 000 non-US-American ones
as a sample set. One half of a sample set is used for training the
ANN. The other half is used as a test set to determine the accuracy.
In addition the classification is performed on embeddings derived
by concatenation of DeepWalk embeddings and the other embedding types. The retrofitting approaches are performed on the 300
dimensional Google News word embeddings. In order to derive a
good hyperparameter configuration for the relational retrofitting,
we performed a grid search. The average accuracy values for all
tested hyperparameters are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. One
can see that high values for γ and δ deliver good results for the
optimization based approach (RO). This suggests that relational
information is more important for a good classification. In the
series based approach optimal configuration has higher values
for γ than for δ , however, the influence of δ is higher than in the
optimization based approach (see Equation (14)). Configurations
with a high value of δ but low values for α and γ leading to
non-converging configurations and worse classification results.
In combination with node embeddings, the optimal configuration
has higher values for α and β, since the relational connections are
already represented by the node embeddings. The β parameter
has a low influence on this task since all inputs are part of the
same column. The distributions of the recognition accuracy values achieved by the classifier for RO (α = 1, β = 0, γ = 3, δ = 3),
RN (α = 1, β = 0, γ = 3, δ = 1) and the other embedding types
are shown in Figure 8. As one can see, the best accuracy values
are achieved with the relational retrofitting approaches (RN and
RO), where the series approach (RN) performs slightly better
than the relational retrofitting with optimization (RO). The node
embeddings (DW) are outperformed by all other types, besidse
the plain word embeddings (PV) and the baseline retrofitting
approach (MF) which achieves similar performance. However,
combining node embeddings with all other approaches results in
an increase of their achieved accuracies above 90% in all cases
except the plain word vectors.
Additionally, we ran the experiments for varying numbers of
training samples. We trained the neural network with 200 to
1, 000 samples and validate the accuracy with 1, 000 test samples.
Since the deviation is much higher for such small sample sets,
we trained the ANNs 20 times. The result is shown in Figure 9.

(a) Only Retrofitted Vectors

(b) Retrofitted Vectors combined with DeepWalk Embeddings

Figure 10: Influence of Hyperparameters on Original Language Classification for Ψ Function Approach

(a) Only Retrofitted Vectors

(b) Retrofitted Vectors combined with DeepWalk Embeddings

Figure 11: Influence of Hyperparameters on Original Language Classification for Series Approach

(a) Imputation of Original Language Property

(b) Imputation of App Categories

Figure 12: Comparison of Imputation Methods
The influence of the training sample size is at lowest for the
plain word embeddings. If the sample sizes are small DeepWalk

is getting outperformed by the plain word embeddings. Hence

DeepWalk needs a larger amount of training data to achieve
comparable results.
5.5.2 Missing Value Imputation. As a basic data integration
task, we perform missing value imputation for categories on both
datasets.
Imputation of Movies Language: In the movie dataset “original language” is a property of movies having exactly one value
for each movie. Subsequently, the prediction of those property
values can be considered as a typical value imputation problem.
To perform the classification, we train embeddings by ignoring
the “original language” column in the movie table. Afterward,
we train a neural network for value imputation as described
above. We use 5, 000 training samples which are split in 90%
training set and 10% validation set and a set of 5, 000 samples
to evaluate the accuracy. Sampling, training, and evaluation are
repeated 10 times for each embedding type. The influence of the
hyperparameters on the accuracy of the relational retrofitting
is shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. Here, configurations with
α = 1 deliver the highest accuracy values. The influence of γ and
δ is similar as in the binary classification task. In addition to the
embedding approaches, we apply mode imputation and DataWig
with an equivalent sampling strategy. DataWig is provided with
the textual movie information in the form of a spreadsheet. It
contains all information imported into the database, except directors and actors which reside in other tables. The accuracy
values for all methods and embedding types are compared in
Figure 12a. Since most of the movies are in the English language
the mode imputation (MODE) performs quite well achieving an
accuracy of 71.09% in the average case. Using plain word embeddings (PV), the accuracy is only slightly better. The relational
retrofitting approaches RO (α = 1, β = 0, γ = 3, δ = 3) and RN
(α = 1, β = 0, γ = 3, δ = 1) reach the highest accuracy values and
outperform DataWig (DTWG) which only considers relations
within a single spreadsheet. DeepWalk performs similarly good
as our learned representation, however, achieves even better results in combination with retrofitted embeddings.
Imputation of App Categories: In the Google Play dataset, we
classify the category to which an app belongs to. For the training
of the embeddings, we omit the category information and the
genre relation since genre and category are often equivalent. The
apps in the dataset are grouped into 33 categories. Again, we
compared our imputation to DataWig and the mode imputation.
Since DataWig can only be executed on singular tables we omit
the review data. We sampled 10 times two disjunct sets of 400
apps as training and testing sets. The resulting accuracy values
of the imputation are shown in Figure 12b. Here, the mode imputation does only provide very poor accuracy values since the
apps are more distributed over the category values. DataWig
achieves a clearly better performance which is similar to the
performance of the plain word embeddings of the app name. This
is probably the case because DataWig might also rely strongly
on the app name since all other attributes are quite unrelated to
the category information. The retrofitting based approaches RO
(α = 1, β = 0, γ = 3, δ = 3) and RN (α = 1, β = 0, γ = 3, δ = 1)
can utilize the reviews and achieve an up to 13% more accurate
result. DeepWalk does not improve the classification in comparison to the mode imputation since classification can not be done
based on relational information. Accordingly, the embedding approaches do not improve from a concatenation with DeepWalk
embeddings.

Figure 13: Regression of Budget

5.6

Regression

Regression tasks assign input data points to a related numerical
value. This could be the budget or revenue in US dollar for a
movie title. Regression tasks can also be performed with neural
networks.
Network Architecture: For the regression, an architecture is
selected which is slightly different from the architecture used for
binary classification problems. Instead of sigmoid activation functions, we use ReLU functions and a linear output function since
result values could be outside of the interval [0, 1]. Moreover,
we choose a deeper network architecture with 4 inner layers
and therefore higher representational capabilities which delivers
during testing higher accuracy than shallow networks. However,
the simple ReLU activation functions allow fast training of the
network. The loss used for the training is the Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) function.
Regression of Budget: The regression is executed to predict the
budget for the production of movie titles. We sampled a training
dataset of 9, 000 movie titles and 1, 000 movies for testing. We
ran those experiments 10 times. Figure 13 shows the MAE for the
regression. One can see that the node embeddings perform significantly better than the text-based embeddings. This suggests,
that relational information is prevalent over semantic features
of the text values. Relational retrofitting performs slightly better
than the baseline approach. In combination with the node embeddings, the error is similarly high for all text-based embedding
but slightly lower than the error when only node embeddings
are used.

5.7

Link Prediction

The link prediction problem is typically defined on graphs where
the goal is to predict links that are missing or likely to be created
in the future like a probable friendship relation in a social network [26]. In our case, we consider the link prediction task for a
specific relation. We trained our embeddings without considering
the respective relations. Afterward, we take a portion of word
pairs which have the relation and a portion of words where no
relation exists and train a neural network to predict whether the
relation is present. This is a similar procedure as done in [25].
Network Architecture: We used an ANN which gets an edge
encoded by a source and a target embedding as input. As shown
in Figure 5c both embedding layers are processed by an inner
layer then get subtracted and the result is processed by another
layer which is then connected to the output layer. The output
layer consists only of one output neuron which is translated into
a binary value to decide whether the edge is classified as present

or not. Also in this setup, we normalize the input vectors.
Prediction of Genres for Movies: On the movie dataset, we
decided to predict the movie-genre relations. There are 20 genres
in total. Usually, a movie is assigned to multiple genres. This
prediction is difficult because the remaining metadata provides
only limited information about the genres. Moreover, it is quite
subjective in which genre a movie fits and it can be assumed
that the genre information is incomplete since some movies are
not assigned to a genre. Furthermore, the genre information is
rather diverse. An example of a genre is “TV Movie” which refers
to the media it is published in while the majority of the genres
refer to content aspects like this is the case for “Horror” or “Comedy”. It can, therefore, be expected that the accuracy is quite low.
We trained our neural network on sets of 5, 000 movie-genre
relations and 5, 000 arbitrary connections between movies and
genres which are not in the dataset and serve as negative examples. We repeated this 10 times. The results are presented in
Figure 14. The DeepWalk (DW) embeddings usually used for link
prediction fail in this setting. This is probably the case because
the node vector of the genres are quite similar since all of those
nodes have only a single edge to the same blank node. The retrofitted vectors clearly outperform the plain word embeddings. The
standard retrofitting approach (MF) is slightly outperformed by
the relational retrofitting approaches. In combination with node
embeddings, text-based approaches achieve better results.

6

RELATED WORK

In-database ML is getting more and more important and therefore
reflects a very active research field [6, 9, 12, 17, 20, 23]. However,
to the best of our knowledge there exists no work on how to learn
a representation that incorporates textual information together
with knowledge from a relational database system that can be
used to train and serve ML models.
Representation of Text Values: While there is not much related work on the topic of text value representations in database
systems for ML, there are some recent papers for spreadsheet
data and other semi-structured data sources. In [4] word embeddings are trained on text serialized from the database system. In
this way, the textual information is combined with the relational
information of the database. However, additional knowledge
from external text sources is not considered. Moreover, word
embedding techniques like the Skip-Gram model [27] need large
amounts of text values to create good representations which
capture the semantic of word accurately. Since pre-trained word
embeddings capture the semantic similarity of words in the natural language, they can be used as a numerical representation
for text values. This was done in Deeper [8], an approach for
entity resolution on tabular data. Here, text values are first represented by word embeddings and processed row-wise by an
LSTM network that generates so-called tuple embeddings which
are used for entity resolution. Text values which have no word
embedding representation are treated by incorporating columnar
and row-wise relations. Deeper only processes single tables and
can not consider foreign key relations. The entity linking system
IDEL [22] also created tuple embeddings based on the concatenation of feature vectors for attributes and foreign keys. Text
attributes are encoded using neural embeddings. In DataWig [2],
text values are represented by n-gram hashing. In [13] a system
is proposed which is able to combine heterogeneous data sources
based on an embedding approach.

Figure 14: Link Prediction for Genres

Retrofitting Approaches: We used a retrofitting-based model
for our vector representation. There are several papers proposing
different adaptations of the model proposed by Faruqui et al. [10]
for specific tasks and data sources: In [21] the authors propose a
model that specializes a word embedding to either capture similarity or relatedness. The disambiguation between similar and
dissimilar relations was investigated in [28]. Functional relations
of property graphs can be retrofitted as proposed by [25]. While
Faruqui et al. propose to update the vectors one by one, we used
a matrix formulation which updates whole vectors at once. A
similar matrix update for retrofitting was first proposed by [32].
Text-Relation Joined Embeddings: Alternatively, vector representations can be learned by models which consider relational
information in the form of property graphs and word co-occurrences in one objective function. Thus, instead of incorporating
the relational information in a post-processing step, it is directly
considered during the processing of the text. However, these
joined learning approaches [35–38] can hardly be adapted to the
relations of text values in relational database systems. On one
hand, syntactical equivalent text values that occur in different
tables can carry a different semantic. On the other hand, a text
value in a database system is not equivalent to a token in a text.
Moreover, large text corpora of domain-specific text might not
be available. According to the experiments in [10] retrofitting
can improve word embeddings according to intrinsic tasks better
than the joined learning approach proposed by [37] which also
favors a post-processing approach.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel approach for generating
learned representations for text values in database systems which
find application in a wide range of ML tasks. We introduced
RETRO, a novel framework which allows generating relational,
retrofitted embeddings for an arbitrary database in a fully automated fashion. In this way, one can easily apply machine learning
tasks like regression, binary, and multi-class classification tasks
to databases. We validated RETRO experimentally by building
standard feed-forward ANNs for classification and regression
tasks. The experiments exhibit that RETRO embeddings outperform pre-trained, plain embeddings but also retrofitted embeddings learned using the approach of Faruqui et al. In addition, we
showed the applicability of the RETRO-generated embeddings
for data integration tasks like missing value imputation and link
prediction where it achieves state-of-the-art performance.
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A

APPENDIX

In the following, we want to prove the convexity of Ψ(W ). Instead
of processing W row-wise as this was done in the sections before,
we consider each of its elements w i, j separately in function Ψ.
This is possible since the quadratic Euclidean distances can be
split in a sum of quadratic differences of coordinate values.
Ψ(W ) =

D Õ
n h
Õ
′ 2
α i (w i,d − w i,d
) + β j ΨC (w i,d ,W )

d =1 i=1

+ ΨR (w i,d ,W )

i

(17)

Ψ(W ) can be split in Ψ(W ) = Ψ̂(W ) + Ψβ (W ) + Ψγ (W ):
Ψ̂(W ) =

D Õ
n h
Õ
′ 2
α i (w i,d − w i,d
)
d =1 i=1
ii
Õh Õ
−
δir (w i,d − w k,d )2
r ∈R

fr
k :(i,k )∈ E

Í
′
w j,d
D Õ
n 
2
Õ
j ∈C(i)
Ψβ (W ) =
w i,d −
|C(i)|
i=1
Ψγ (W ) =

d =1
D Õ
n Õ
Õ

d =1 i=1 r ∈R

h

Õ
j:(i, j)∈E r

γir (w i,d − w j,d )2

i

(18)

We utilize the fact, that a sum of convex functions is also convex.
It is easy to see that Ψβ (W ) and Ψγ (W ) are convex functions if all
γir and βi values are positive. Ψβ (W ) is a simple D-dimensional
quadratic function and thus convex. Ψγ (W ) consists of sums

of squared differences which are themselves convex functions.
Hence, in order to prove the convexity of Ψ(W ), it is sufficient
to prove convexity for Ψ̂. As a next step, we create the Hessian
matrix of all second partial derivatives:
∂ 2 Ψ̂(W )
∂w 1,2 1

©


..
H =
.

 ∂2 Ψ̂(W )
« ∂w n, D , ∂w 1, 1

...

∂2 Ψ̂(W )
∂w 1, 1, ∂w n, D

..

..
.

.

...

∂2 Ψ̂(W )
2
∂w n,
D

ª
®
®
®
®
®
¬

(19)


i
Õh Õ
∂ 2 Ψ̂(V )
(δir + δkr̄ )
=2 α −
2
∂w i,d
r ∈R k :(i,k )

(22)

Subsequently, H is a symmetric matrix. An interesting matrix
property to consider for a symmetric matrix (ai j ) is the diagonally
dominance. A matrix is diagonally dominant, if in every row i
the magnitude of the element on the diagonal |aii | is greater or
equal than the sum of magnitudes of the remaining elements
Í
j,i |ai j |. If a matrix is diagonally dominant, it is also positive
semi-definite. Therefore, the following is a sufficient condition
to show that Ψ̂(W ) is a convex function.
Õ
∀i ∈ {1, . . . n × D} : |hi j | ≥
|hi j |
∀i ∈ {1, . . . n}, d ∈ {1, . . . , D} :

Õ
∂ 2 Ψ̂(V )
=
ϕ(i, k, r ) if i , k
∂w i,d , ∂w k,d
r ∈R
(
fr
4δir (i, k) ∈ E
ϕ(i, k, r ) =
0
otherwise

Õ
∂ 2 Ψ̂(W )
∂ 2 Ψ̂(V )
≥
2
∂w i,d , ∂w j,d
∂w i,d
j,i
i
Õ Õ
Õh Õ
(δir + δ jr ) ≥
2 αi −
ϕ(i, j, r )
r ∈R

(20)

Ψ̂(W ) is convex if and only if the Hessian matrix is positive semidefinite. According to the parameter configuration defined in
Section 4.4, the following condition holds:
fr =⇒ (k, i) ∈ E
fr̄ ∧ δ r = δ r̄
(i, k) ∈ E
i
k

∂ 2 Ψ̂(V )
∂ 2 Ψ̂(V )
=
∂w i,d , ∂w j, ′
∂w j,d , ∂w i,d

j,i

fr
∈E

∂ 2 Ψ̂(V )
=0 if d , d ′
∂w i,d , ∂w j,d ′

This leads to the following equivalence:

(21)

j,i r ∈R

j:(i, j)
fr
∈E

αi −

Õh Õ
r ∈R

2δir

i

j:(i, j)
fr
∈E

≥

Õ Õ

2δir

(23)

r ∈R j:(i, j)
fr
∈E

If we assume that for every i and r the values ai and δir are
positive, the solution of this inequality results in Equation (24):
Õh Õ i
αi ≥ 4
δir
(24)
r ∈R

j:(i, j)
fr
∈E

